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Abstract
This paper describes the “DisasterMM: Multimedia Analysis of Disaster-Related Social Media Data” Task
at MediaEval 2022. Social media data have been widely used in disaster management and have been
proven valuable to all phases of a disaster: from early warning to nowcasting and from response to
recovery. Nevertheless, the large streams of user-generated content can be very noisy and usually lack
geoinformation, which is an essential attribute. The goal of DisasterMM is to tackle these challenges
with two subtasks: RCTP (Relevance Classification of Twitter Posts), which asks participants to build a
classifier that will predict whether a tweet is relevant or not to a disaster, in particular floods, and LETT
(Location Extraction from Twitter Texts), which calls for a text analysis technique that detects which
words inside a Twitter message refer to a location.

1. Introduction

Flooding is the most common disaster occurring worldwide [1] and their impact is expected to
grow due to climate change [2]. Besides loss of lives and property damage, floodwaters pose
immediate dangers to human health [3] and long-term effects resulting from displacement
and worsened living conditions. With the prominent rise of the social media, the ability to
get real-time crowdsourced data, including text, photos and videos, becomes integrated into
daily activities. Social media data are already explored by first responders and civil protection
authorities as an alternative source of information [4, 5, 6, 7], complementary to traditional
means such as telephone, in order to raise the situational awareness and support their operations.
In parallel, the scientific society has been proposing AI and Machine Learning solutions that
improve the quality of the incoming social media data [8, 9].

However, the utilization of large and continuous streams from social media platforms comes
with two significant limitations. First, the vast amount of user-generated posts carries lots of
noise, with messages that may contain flood-related words, but are actually irrelevant to floods
(e.g., words used in a metaphorical way). Second, the majority of posts are not geotagged (i.e.
not associated with a geographic position) or their geoinformation is questionable [10].

The automatic prediction of a post’s relevance could reduce the social media noise and thus
assist the interested parties in receiving only useful information, without spending time on
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Figure 1: A tweet that is considered relevant to flooding

filtering out unrelated messages. In addition, recognizing the locations that are mentioned inside
the post’s text could enhance the post with geographic information, which would allow the
automatic positioning of a potential incident. By receiving solely high-quality and geotagged
social data, disaster management practitioners will be able to manage their resources more
efficiently, which could even lead to saving more human lives.

The above has motivated the organisation of the “DisasterMM: Multimedia Analysis of
Disaster-Related Social Media Data” Task1 at MediaEval 2022, which swaps the focus back to
floods from water quality (2021’s WaterMM [11]), following the Multimedia Satellite Task (2017-
2019) [12, 13, 14] and the Flood-related Multimedia Task (2020) [15]. The goal of DisasterMM is
to tackle two individual challenges: to identify posts that are related to floods using textual,
visual and metadata information and to detect mentioned locations inside a post text. For both
subtasks, the datasets are in Italian language, so as to encourage the research community to
move beyond the English language for text analysis.

2. Task Description

The DisasterMM task concerns the multimedia analysis of social media data, specifically posts
from the popular platform of Twitter, that relate to the disaster of floods. The participants of
this task are provided with a set of Tweet IDs in order to download textual as well as visual
information and other metadata of tweets that have been selected with keyword-based search
that involved words/phrases about flood. DisasterMM includes two subtasks:

• Relevance Classification of Twitter Posts (RCTP): The objective of this subtask is to build a
binary classification system that will be able to distinguish whether a tweet is relevant or
not to flooding incidents. An example of a relevant tweet is shown in Fig. 1, while an
irrelevant tweet in Fig. 2

• Location Extraction from Twitter Texts (LETT): In this subtask, participants are asked to
develop a named-entity recognition model in order to identify which words (or sequence
of words) inside a tweet’s text refer to locations. An example is shown in Table 1, with
the tags being explained in the next section.

1https://multimediaeval.github.io/editions/2022/tasks/disastermm/
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Figure 2: A tweet that is considered irrelevant to flooding

3. Dataset Description

DisasterMM involves two datasets that have been retrieved from Twitter by searching for
flood-related keywords (e.g., “alluvione”, “allagamento”, “esondazione” – all translated as flood).
The complete list of keywords can be found along with the datasets for RCTP2 and LETT3 in
the task’s repository, which will be made public after MediaEval 2022.

The dataset for RCTP is a set of 6,672 tweets collected between May 25, 2020 and June 12,
2020. The ground truth of the RCTP dataset refers to the relevance of a tweet, i.e., relevant (1)
or not relevant (0), and is provided to participants in the form of key-value pairs of Tweet ID
and relevance label. The dataset is separated randomly4 into two sets: the development-set that
contains 5,337 posts and the test-set with 1,335 posts.

The dataset for LETT consists of 4,992 tweets collected between March 25, 2017 and August
1, 2018. The ground truth of the LETT dataset is a string per tweet that contains one of the
following labels for each word of its text: “B-LOC” for the first word of a sequence that refers to
a location or a single-word location, “I-LOC” for the subsequent word of a sequence that refers
to a location, and “O” for any non-location word (as mentioned before, an example can be seen
in Table 1). Furthermore, in order to have a fairer evaluation, the word tokens deriving from the
processing of the Twitter text (e.g., removal of multiple spaces, new lines, etc.) are also shared.
The development-set of this dataset includes 3,993 posts and the test-set 999 posts (again split
randomly).

Both datasets (RCTP/LETT) have been manually annotated by native speakers that are em-
ployed by the Eastern Alps River Basin District, which is responsible for the hydrogeological
defense and flood risk management in the Eastern Alps partition of North-East Italy. Further-
more, only the ground truth for the development-sets is released, since the ground truth for
the test-sets is used in the evaluation stage and will be available only after the completion of
the challenges. Finally, it should be noted that only the IDs of the tweets are distributed to the
participants, in order to be fully compliant with the Twitter Developer Agreement & Policy5.

2https://github.com/multimediaeval/2022-DisasterMM/blob/main/DisasterMM2022_RCTP_keywords.json
3https://github.com/multimediaeval/2022-DisasterMM/blob/main/DisasterMM2022_LETT_keywords.json
4With scikit-learn’s train_test_split(): https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_selection.
train_test_split.html

5https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement-and-policy
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Table 1
Annotation of a sentence with regards to locations

Allagamento in via Prati della Farnesina

O O B-LOC I-LOC I-LOC I-LOC

4. Evaluation

In RCTP, F1-score6 is selected as the official evaluation metric for the binary classification of
tweets as relevant (1) or not relevant (0) on the test set.

In LETT, F1-score will be used too, not in sentence level, but in word level. To further explain,
if a given label for a word matches the label of the annotator for this particular word, then it is
considered as true (true positive if “B-LOC”/“I-LOC”, true negative if “O”). Two scores will be
measured per each run: the exact F1-score, where labels have to fully match, and the partial
F1-score, where either “B-LOC” or “I-LOC” can be considered as true as long as the annotator’s
label concerns location.

Participants are also greatly encouraged to carry out a failure analysis of their results in order
to gain insight in the mistakes that their models make.
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